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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO

THE NAVAJO NATION, et al.

Plaintiffs,

v.

URBAN OUTFITTERS, INC., et al.,

Defendants.

CIVIL ACTION NO:

No. 1:12-cv-00195-LH-WDS

THE NAVAJO NATION’S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’ MOTION
TO TRANSFER VENUE PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1404(A)

I. INTRODUCTION

On February 28, 2012, the Navajo Nation, the Diné Development Corporation, and

Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise (collectively, the “Nation” or “Plaintiffs”) filed this action in

the District of New Mexico to protect their intellectual property rights against the seven

interrelated Defendants: Urban Outfitters, Inc., UrbanOutfitters.com, L.P., Urban Outfitters

Wholesale, Inc., Anthropologie, Inc., Anthropologie.com, L.L.P., Free People of PA, L.L.C. and

FreePeople.com, L.L.C. (collectively, “Defendants”). Defendants have been using the trademark

“Navajo,” which is owned by the Nation, to sell their goods, without the Nation’s consent. Seven

months later, having already submitted to this Court’s jurisdiction by filing responsive pleadings,

and requesting that this Court enter two stipulated scheduling orders, Defendants now request

that this Court transfer the case to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Defendants allege that it

is inconvenient for them to litigate the case in New Mexico, which justifies transfer of venue.
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Defendants do not, however, claim that the Nation’s choice of venue—the District of

New Mexico—is improper. Indeed, Defendants operate two stores in New Mexico, have a

national online presence that extends to New Mexico, and ship goods into New Mexico. And the

injury to the Nation is occurring, in part, in New Mexico. Moreover, the District of New Mexico

is a home forum for the Nation, since the Nation shares territory with New Mexico.

Instead, Defendants primarily argue that Defendants and their witnesses would be

inconvenienced by traveling to New Mexico for trial. Defendants’ motion is a thinly veiled

attempt to shift the inconvenience of litigating this matter from Defendants to Plaintiffs in order

to give Defendants the strategic edge. Such litigation tactics should not be countenanced. The

parties here are of disparate means: Defendants are divisions of a billion-dollar corporate

conglomerate, whereas the Nation comprises one of the two poorest jurisdictions within the

United States. Considering the Parties’ disparate means, as this Court must; in terms of costs, the

Nation would be more severely impacted by transferring this case to the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania than Defendants would be by continuing to litigate this case in the District of New

Mexico. Thus, pursuant to the applicable legal authorities, Defendants’ Motion fails to show that

the Nation’s choice of forum should be disrupted, and this Court’s denial of Defendants’ Motion

is appropriate.

II. BACKGROUND

Defendants’ mischaracterization of the Nation bringing this action and seeking relief to

enforce its legal rights as “sandbagging” is defective. Defs.’ Mem. Support Mot. Transf. Venue,
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ECF No. 39 at 12.1 Furthermore, Defendants’ mischaracterization plays on historic stereotypes

of Native American Indians engaging in surprise attacks and raids on non-Indian wagon-trains

and settlers.2 Defendants’ surprise is contrived, and their mischaracterization is uncalled for. The

Nation brought this action to protect its intellectual property rights, as the Nation is entitled to do

pursuant to the law. Bringing suit against those who are violating one’s rights should not be a

surprise to anyone. Nor can such feigning serve as a basis to support Defendants.

The Nation’s actions are fully justified. As late as August 22, 2012, six months after

filing this action, Plaintiffs learned that Defendants were still selling goods using the “Navajo”

trademark. Matthew P. Griffin Decl. at Ex. A. This is despite the fact that Defendants

represented to the Nation that they had stopped such conduct. On August 3, 2012, the Nation

sent Defendants a letter asking them to confirm that they had discontinued using the “Navajo”

trademark in conjunction with their sale of goods in their stores and websites. Mark A. Griffin

Decl. at ¶¶ 2-4. On August 10, 2012, Defendants stated that “each defendant in this action

instructed its employees to discontinue use of the term Navajo . . . .” Id. at Ex. B. On August 31,

2012, the Nation sent a follow up letter to confirm that Defendants had discontinued their

infringing use of the “Navajo” trademark. Defendants refused to respond. Id. at Ex. C.

On September 18, 2012, the Nation (through one of its attorneys) discovered Defendants

were still selling goods in their store using the trademark “Navajo.” Id. at ¶ 5. The Nation

1
Hereinafter, Defendants’ Motion to Transfer Venue, ECF No. 38 and Memorandum in Support, ECF No. 39 are
collectively referred to as “Defendants’ Brief” or “Defs.’ Br.”

2
"…simplistic movies, television programs, books, and other forms of modern-day communications still keep alive
such Indian stereotypes as that of the skulking savage who tomahawked and raped defenseless White women,
scalped innocent farmers, and bashed babies brains against a rock, all for the orgiastic thrill of it. Those images
still feed age-old prejudices and animosities." NOW THAT THE BUFFALO’S GONE: A STUDY OF TODAY’S

AMERICAN INDIANS 74 (Univ. Okla. Press 1984).
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promptly asked the Defendants for an explanation, and requested a declaration attesting to each

Defendant’s discontinuance of use of the term “Navajo” in connection with the sale of

Defendants’ products. Id. at Ex. D. On October 1, 2012, Defendants responded, and admitted to

selling another vendor’s items in their store using “Navajo” on the hangtags, but failed to submit

a declaration. In their letter, Defendants stated that they instructed their supplier to stop shipping

items to Defendants that use the term “Navajo.” Id. at Ex. E.

Once again, Defendants stated in their letter that they were unaware that they were

continuing to use the trademark “Navajo” to sell their goods. Id. Defendants’ counsel did not

explain to the Nation the steps that Defendants took to comply with counsel’s advice.

Defendants, through their attorneys, have now represented to the Nation four times that they

have stopped using the term “Navajo.”3 One may very well conclude that Defendants are not

following their counsel’s advice because the term “Navajo” is too valuable a trademark for their

business to stop using.

Despite Defendants’ continued trademark violations, in their Motion, they claim that they

were “sandbagged” by the Nation’s filing a lawsuit. Defs.’ Br. 4, 12. The Nation’s filing a

lawsuit to protect its intellectual property rights is completely justified in light of the

circumstances. Though not required under the law, the Nation first asked Defendants to stop

infringing on their trademark in a June 30, 2011 letter that Defendants admit receiving on or

around October 16, 2011. ECF No. 16 at 5.

3
In addition to the two letters (Exs. B and E to the Decl. of Mark A. Griffin), Defendants have twice represented to
the Nation and to the Court in their pleadings that they have stopped using the term “Navajo.” ECF Nos. 16 at 5
and 33 at 7.
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Contrary to customary practice, Defendants chose not to respond directly to the Nation,

nor did they try to resolve the problem. Instead, in a statement provided to the press, they

defended their use of the trademark “Navajo.” Defendants’ spokesman, Ed Looram, reportedly

stated:

Like many other fashion brands, we interpret trends and will continue to do so for
years to come. The Native American-inspired trend and specifically the term
“Navajo” have been cycling through fashion, fine art and design for the last few
years.4

It was also reported that Defendants removed their offending use of the Nation’s trademarks. The

Los Angeles Times reported that

Urban Outfitters appears to have caved to the Navajo Nation. As of Wednesday,
the trendy chain store had removed the word “Navajo” from the description of
about 20 items on its website, including “Navajo flask” and “Navajo Hipster
Panty.” Other items that bore the Navajo moniker include a pair of “Navajo”
socks, a “Navajo” print tunic, and “Navajo” feathered earrings. Urban Outfitters
has replaced the word “Navajo” with “printed.”5

On that same date, in response to the news report, the Nation publicly commended Defendants

for these seemingly positive actions. In so responding, the Nation assumed the reported removal

of the infringing trademark was accurate.

However, the Nation’s responses were conditioned on verification that Defendants had

completely ceased their unlawful acivities. Furthermore, the Nation did not state Defendants

were not liable for having violated its rights. The Nation merely stated that Defendants’

representations of removal of the “Navajo” mark, if true, were encouraging.

4
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/nationnow/2011/10/navajo-nation-takes-on-urban-outfitters-wins.html.

5
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/nationnow/2011/10/navajo-nation-takes-on-urban-outfitters-wins.html;
http://navajotimes.com/news/2011/1011/102411panties.php;
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But the reported removal was a ruse. In fact, Defendants did not stop using the Nation’s

“Navajo” trademark in October, 2011. Nor did they stop as of August 22, 2012—almost six (6)

months after the Nation filed this lawsuit. Matthew P. Griffin Decl. at Ex. A. While Defendants

removed the “Navajo” trademark from the Urbanoutfitters.com website at the time of filing the

lawsuit on February 28, 2012, Defendants continued to sell their goods under the trademark

“Navajo” on their Freepeople.com and Anthropologie.com websites, and in their physical stores.

Am. Compl. ¶ 52; ECF Nos. 30-1 at 25-37, 30-2 at 17-29. Indeed, Defendants’ most recent

actions show their steadfast unwillingness to abide by their own promises. Based on Defendants’

own actions, their cry of a “surprise attack” by the Nation for filing a lawsuit in its home forum

is baseless. Accordingly, Defendants’ attempting to hinder and impede the Nation’s litigating

this matter by moving the case to a distant forum should be properly denied.

III. ARGUMENT

The Tenth Circuit has set forth a multi-factor test for district courts to decide motions to

transfer venue pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a). The factors are:

[T]he plaintiff's choice of forum; the accessibility of witnesses and other sources
of proof, including the availability of compulsory process to insure attendance of
witnesses; the cost of making the necessary proof; questions as to the
enforceability of a judgment if one is obtained; relative advantages and obstacles
to a fair trial; difficulties that may arise from congested dockets; the possibility of
the existence of questions arising in the area of conflict of laws; the advantage of
having a local court determine questions of local law; and[]all other
considerations of a practical nature that make a trial easy, expeditious and
economical.

Emp’rs Mut. Cas. Co. v. Bartile Roofs, Inc., 618 F.3d 1153, 1167 (10th Cir. 2010). The party

moving to transfer a case bears the burden of establishing that the existing forum is inconvenient.

Id. (citing Scheidt v. Klein, 956 F.2d 963, 965 (10th Cir. 1992)). Where, as here, Defendants’
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arguments amount to merely shifting the inconvenience from one side to the other, courts have

held that such “inconvenience shifting is not a permissible justification for a change of venue.”

Id. at 1167; see also Reed Elsevier, Inc. v. Innovator Corp., 105 F. Supp. 2d 816, 821 (S.D. Ohio

2000) (“The venue transfer provisions of Section 1404(a) are not meant to merely shift the

inconvenience to the plaintiff”). Applying this test here, the factors weigh heavily against

transferring this case to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

A. The Nation’s Choice of New Mexico is Properly Given “Considerable Weight.”

The Tenth Circuit has held that “[u]nless the balance is strongly in favor of the movant,

the plaintiff’s choice of forum should rarely be disturbed.” Scheidt, 956 F.2d at 965 (citing

William A. Smith Contracting Co. v. Travelers Indem. Co., 467 F.2d 662, 664 (10th Cir. 1972);

see also Texas E. Transmission Corp. v. Marine Office-Appleton & Cox Corp., 579 F.2d 561,

567 (10th Cir. 1978) (“Plaintiff's choice [of forum] is also given considerable weight.”).

Defendants claim that the Nation has engaged in forum-shopping by filing this case in the

District of New Mexico; and therefore, that the Nation’s choice of forum should be accorded no

weight. Defs.’ Br. 12-13. Defendants’ claim of forum shopping is without merit when one

considers that, under the law, the Nation’s true home forum is its own Navajo Nation courts. See

Navajo Nation v. Peabody Holding Co., Inc., 209 F. Supp. 2d 269, 280 (D.D.C. 2002)

(“Although defendants argue that plaintiffs’ ‘home forum’ is the District of Arizona, the home

forum of the Hopi Tribe and the Navajo Nation are, of course, their respective tribal courts”).

The Nation chose not to file this case in the courts of the Navajo Nation, though it could have. If

this Court is inclined to transfer this case, the Nation respectfully requests that it transfer this
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case to the Navajo Nation Judicial District Court for Tohajiilee (which is also within New

Mexico).

Despite the fact that the Nation’s tribal court is its true home forum, federal courts have

held that a Native American Indian tribe’s home forum for purposes of venue in the United

States federal district court system is where the Indian tribe’s reservation is located. See, e.g.,

Shawnee Tribe v. United States, 298 F. Supp. 2d 21, 27 (D.D.C. 2002) (transferring venue to

Kansas, because Shawnee reservation located there). Here, the Navajo Reservation is located, in

part, in the District of New Mexico. The Navajo Reservation shares territory with the District of

New Mexico, District of Arizona, and the District of Utah. The Nation occupies four (4) million

acres of land in the New Mexico portion of the Reservation. Approximately 112,000 members of

the Nation reside in New Mexico.6 The eastern edge of the Tohajiilee portion of the Navajo

Reservation is seventeen (17) miles from downtown Albuquerque. Accordingly, the District of

New Mexico is a home forum for the Nation.

Moreover, the Nation and Defendants both sell their goods in New Mexico, and the facts

giving rise to this action occurred in this District. Urban Outfitters and Anthropologie have stores

in Albuquerque, and Defendants’ online stores send goods into New Mexico. Defs.’ Br. 7; see

also http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/help/store_locator.jsp. Moreover, as alleged in the

Complaint, at least as early as 1941, the Nation began using the NAVAJO trademark to market

and retail goods through Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise (“NACE”). Am. Compl. ¶ 25, ECF

No. 30. NACE has two stores located in New Mexico, one in Shiprock, New Mexico, and

another in Alamo, New Mexico. Shiprock is approximately 230 miles northwest of Albuquerque.

6 http://www.uscensus2010data.com/35-new-mexico-census-2010-data
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Alamo is about 80 miles southwest of Albuquerque. J.T. Willie Decl. at ¶ 5. NACE has also sold

products through several trade shows in New Mexico. Id. at ¶¶ 7, 9, 10. Defendants do not

dispute that the infringing acts occurred, in part, in New Mexico. The Nation was, therefore,

injured in New Mexico. Accordingly, New Mexico is a home forum to the Nation, and giving

this factor “great deference” is appropriate, because “[a] plaintiff’s choice of forum is entitled to

greater deference when the plaintiff has chosen the home forum.” See Piper Aircraft Co. v.

Reyno, 454 U.S. 235, 255 (1981).

The case law cited by Defendants is inapplicable here. For example, in Gore v. Stryker

Corp., No. 09-2987, 2010 WL 3069653, at *3-4 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 4, 2010), the plaintiff, a resident

of the Southern District of Indiana, filed a lawsuit in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. The

court held that the plaintiff would not be inconvienced by transferring the lawsuit back to the

plaintiff’s home forum of Indiana. Gore demonstrates that the plaintiff’s choice of forum should

be accorded great deference; and in this case, the Nation’s choice of forum in one of its home

forums, the District of New Mexico, weighs in favor of keeping this case here.

B. Defendants Fail To Identify, Quantify, or Demonstrate Inconvenience to
Defendants’ Third-Party Witnesses.

Defendants fail to meet their burden of proof to support their argument that this case

should be transferred due to their witnesses being inconvenienced by proceeding to trial in New

Mexico. To demonstrate inconvenience of third-party witnesses, the movant must: (1) identify

the witnesses and their locations; (2) “indicate the quality or materiality of the[ir] testimony;”

and (3) “show[] that any such witnesses were unwilling to come to trial ... [,] that deposition

testimony would be unsatisfactory[,] or that the use of compulsory process would be necessary.”

Scheidt, 956 F.2d at 966 (brackets omitted); see also 15 CHARLES A. WRIGHT, ARTHUR R.
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MILLER & EDWARD H. COOPER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 3851, at 227-28 (3d ed.

2007) (“If the moving party merely has made a general allegation that necessary witnesses are

located in the transferee forum, ... the application for transferring the case should be denied....”);

17 JAMES WM. MOORE ET AL., MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE § 111.13[f][v](3d ed.2010) (“The

materiality of the prospective witnesses [sic] testimony, and not merely the number of

prospective witnesses, will determine the extent to which their convenience will be weighed”)

(citation omitted).

However, Defendants cite alleged inconvenience to themselves, rather than to their third-

party witnesses, to support this argument. Their argument that the seven (7) interrelated

Defendants and their marketing personnel are headquartered in Pennsylvania is not a relevant

consideration. Defs.’ Br. 7. “The accessibility of witnesses and other sources of proof, including

the availability of compulsory process to insure attendance of witnesses.” Emp’rs Mut. Cas. Co.,

618 F.3d at 1167. The reach of compulsory process is not a factor where the witnesses are

employees of a defendant, whose attendance can otherwise be compelled. Ashmore v. Northeast

Petroleum Div. of Cargill, Inc., 925 F. Supp. 36, 38 (D. Me. 1996) (“[A] motion to transfer may

be denied under section 1404(a) when the witnesses are employees of the defendant and their

presence can be obtained by the party”). Moreover, Defendants’ argument that this case should

be transferred to the city in which Defendants are headquartered is not a valid consideration

either. “Merely shifting the inconvenience from one side to the other, however, obviously is not a

permissible justification for a change of venue.” Emp’rs Mut. Cas. Co., 618 F.3d at 1167 (citing

Scheidt,, 956 F.2d at 965). Accordingly, this argument is also defective.
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Defendants’ argument that the Nation’s government legal counsel are located in Arizona,

and outside counsel are located in Seattle, Washington, not New Mexico, Defs.’ Br. 8, is also not

a relevant consideration here. “The convenience of counsel is not a factor to be considered.”

Solomon v. Cont’l Am. Life Ins. Co., 472 F.2d 1043, 1047 (3d Cir. 1973); see also In re

Horsehoe Entm’t, 337 F.3d 429, 434 (5th Cir. 2003) (holding same).

With regard to third-party witnesses, Defendants claim that “important third-party

witnesses are located in or within the subpoena power of Pennsylvania.” Defs.’ Br. 8. However,

this assertion is unsupported. First, some of Defendants’ identified witnesses are headquartered

outside of Philadelphia. Defendants state that Pendleton has a branch location in Pennsylvania.

Kessler Decl. at ¶ 3, ECF No. 39-3. However, Pendleton is headquartered in Portland, Oregon,

which is closer to Albuquerque than it is to Philadelphia.

http://www.pendletonusa.com/custserv/custserv.jsp?pageName=CompanyFactSheet&parentNam

e=AboutUs. There is no indication that the testifying witness from Pendleton is located in

Pennsylvania rather than in Oregon. Similarly, Defendants identify Lucca Couture as a third-

party supplier located in New York. But apparently, Lucca’s headquarters is located in Los

Angeles, which is also closer to Albuquerque than to Philadelphia.

http://www.linkedin.com/company/lucca-couture;http://www.luccacouture.com/pages/wholesale.

Ari Reich, a “Vintage Buyer” for Free People, declared that they buy items from a vendor

in Lambertville City, New Jersey. However, Defendants do not identify the “vendor,” nor do

they explain or qualify what testimony this vendor will provide. None of the witnesses identified

by Defendants have submitted their own declarations, and no one has testified that they are
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unwilling to attend trial in New Mexico, or that use of the compulsory process would be

necessary here.

Moreover, Defendants fail to provide the quality or materiality of their asserted third-

party witnesses’ testimony; which could have been done, for example, by explaining the

substance or relevance of each witness’ testimony. Instead, Defendants claim that:

[s]ome [witnesses] are expected to testify at trial regarding goods central to the
Plaintiffs’ allegations were marketed as ‘Vintage Navajo’ because they were, in
fact, items made and sold by certified Navajo artisans.

Defs.’ Br. 8-9. While Defendants identify Pendleton, Woolrich, Dukes, and Lucca Couture to

support this argument; none of these declarations actually support this assertion. Indeed, the

declarations are not from Pendleton, Woolrich, Dukes, and Lucca Couture. Rather, they are

declarations of Defendants’ employees, which do not provide the topics upon which the third-

party witnesses are expected to testify. Harrington Decl., ECF No. 39-2; Kessler Decl., ECF No.

39-3.

Ari Reich states that some goods “are believed to have been made by individual who self-

identify as Navajo Indian or who are otherwise enrolled in the Navajo Indian tribe,” Reich Decl.

at ¶ 4. However, he does not state that the unknown vendor in New Jersey will provide such

testimony. Reich Decl. ECF 39-4. The Defendants’ declarations submitted in support of their

motion simply do not support their claim that third-party witnesses will provide testimony that

the goods were in fact made and sold by certified Navajo artisans. Defendants’ declarations also

do not state that third-party witnesses (who are not their employees) will be inconvenienced by

this case being litigated in the District of New Mexico. Accordingly, Defendants’ declarations

are defective.
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In sum, Defendants’ arguments regarding accessibility and inconvenience of third-party

witnesses are centered on the impermissible consideration of their own convenience. Defendants

fail to sufficiently identify the witnesses, explain specifically the topics on which they will

testify, or demonstrate that any of them are actually unwilling to attend trial in New Mexico.

Defendants, therefore, fail to make the necessary showing that the accessibility of their third-

party witnesses weighs in favor of transfer to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

C. The Nation and its Third-Party Witnesses and Evidentiary Sources are Located in
New Mexico, and Would be Inconvenienced if Trial Were in Pennsylvania.

Defendants claim that “Plaintiffs’ complaint is devoid of any suggestion that necessary

witnesses or evidentiary sources are located in New Mexico.” Defs.’ Br. 9. The Complaint

alleges that the Nation has been using the NAVAJO mark to sell its goods through NACE since

1941. Am. Compl. ¶ 25. NACE is located in New Mexico. It has two stores located in New

Mexico. One store is in Shiprock, and another is in Alamo. Shiprock is approximately 230 miles

northwest of Albuquerque. Alamo is approximately 80 miles southwest of Albuquerque. NACE

has also sold its products at trade shows in New Mexico. J.T. Willie Decl. ¶¶ 7, 9, 10.

Moreover, the Complaint refers to the www.gonavajo.com website through which NACE

sells its products using the NAVAJO trademark. Am. Compl. ¶ 30. Two of the Navajo

silversmiths identified on that website, Ronald Coan and Howard Begay, reside in New Mexico.

J.T. Willie Decl. ¶ 3. NACE also sells its products using the NAVAJO trademark through the

website www.temeinc.com. The three Navajo Indian silversmiths identified on that website,

Jimmy Brown, Jerry Cowboy, and Christopher Tom, also reside in New Mexico. Two other

enrolled members of the Navajo Nation who will testify about their use of the NAVAJO

trademark in connection with their clothing and jewelry sales also reside in New Mexico. Mark
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A. Griffin Decl. ¶ ¶ 8, 9, Ex. F. These witnesses are unwilling to voluntarily appear to testify in

Pennsylvania. Id. One of these witnesses has testified at the time of this filing that “the distance

and expense of traveling there will prevent me from being willing to appear and testify.” Id at

Ex. F. Accordingly, the Nation’s third-party witnesses, who are not its employees, would be

inconvenienced if this case were moved to Pennsylvania.

The Nation’s third-party witnesses are located primarily in New Mexico, and are almost

all in the Southwestern geographic region. These artisans will testify that they are enrolled

members of the Navajo Nation, that they sell their goods across the United States (including New

Mexico) under the NAVAJO trademark, and that they sell similar products, in similar marketing

channels as Defendants. Specifically, these five Navajo Indian silversmiths who reside in New

Mexico sell their products through the NACE websites. J.T. Willie Decl. ¶¶ 3-4.

Moreover, evidentiary sources of the Nation’s goods are also located in New Mexico.

Specifically, NACE has two stores in New Mexico that sell clothing, accessories, and jewelry,

with which Defendants’ products sold under the “Navajo” mark are confusingly similar.

Photographs of examples of these confusingly similar clothing, accessory, and jewelry products

are attached hereto as Exhibits A through X of the Declaration of J.T. Willie. This third-party

witness testimony and evidence is material, because the Nation will provide it at trial to show

that Plaintiffs sold similar products and engaged in the same manner of marketing as Defendants

pursuant to the likelihood of confusion analysis to prove trademark infringement. See, Sally

Beauty Co., Inc. v. Beautyco, Inc., 304 F.3d 964, 972 (10th Cir. 2002) (listing elements of

trademark infringement, including similar products and manners of marketing). Thus, the

Nation’s witnesses and other sources of proof are located in New Mexico, some would be unable
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to attend a trial in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the use of compulsory process would

be necessary here.

D. The Cost of Making the Necessary Proof Weighs in the Nation’s Favor.

Defendants argue that the costs of producing documents would be reduced if this case

were transferred to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, because pertinent documents are located

there. Defs.’ Br. 3. However, the location of documents in this digital age carries no weight.

“With respect to the location of documents, in this digital age of easy and instantaneous

electronic transfer of data, the Court does not find that the ‘ease of access to sources of proof’

factor carries any weight in the transfer analysis.” Wyandotte Nation v. Salazar, 825 F. Supp. 2d

261, 271 (D. D.C. 2011) (“[T]echnological advances have significantly reduced the weight of the

ease-of-access-to-proof factor”). Thus, Defendants’ assertion in support of transfer is deficient.

Defendants’ evidentiary proofs, in terms of products, are also located in New Mexico.

Urban Outfitters and Anthropologie have stores located in New Mexico. Defs.’ Br. 7; see also

http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/help/store_locator.jsp. Defendants do not dispute that the

infringing acts occurred, in part, in New Mexico. The Nation was injured in New Mexico.

The Nation would also be more severely impacted in terms of costs by transferring this

case to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania than Defendants would be by continuing to litigate

this case in the District of New Mexico. The relative means of the parties may be considered in

the analysis of whether to transfer venue. Dwyer v. General Motors Corp., 853 F. Supp. 690, 693

(S.D.N.Y. 1994). Where a plaintiff is a private individual and defendant is a large corporation, a

defendant’s assertions regarding monetary expense and difficulty in litigating in a distant forum

are properly disregarded. Miracle v. NYP Holdings, Inc. 87 F. Supp. 2d 1060, 1073-74 (D. Haw.
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2000). According to Urban Outfitters’ 2011 10-K, Urban Outfitters had a gross profit of $890

million in its fiscal year ending January, 2012. See http://www.sec.gov/Archives/

edgar/data/912615/000119312512146029/d276682d10k.htm.

Conversely, the Nation is one of the two poorest areas geographically within the United

States, with an unemployment rate that has increased from 42.16% in 2001 to 50.52% in 2007.

See Comprehensive Econ. Dev. Strategy, 20 (2010), available at

http://www.navajobusiness.com/fastFacts/index.htm. The average annual Navajo Nation

household income is well-below the national average, and is between only about $20,000 and

$32,000. Id. The United States Census Bureau’s American Community Survey found that thirty-

three percent (33%) of all people in the Nation had incomes below poverty level. See American

Community Survey, available at http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/index.html. The Nation would

incur substantial additional costs having to travel to Pennsylvania, and hire local counsel in the

Eastern District of Pennsylvania. The difference in economic means between Defendants and the

Nation is great, and this weighs against transfer of this case to the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania. Accordingly, the cost of making necessary proofs weighs in favor of keeping the

case in the District of New Mexico.

E. This Court Has an Advantage Deciding New Mexico Law.

Another factor to consider, which is not listed by Defendants in their brief, is “the

advantage of having a local court determine questions of local law.” Emp’rs Mut. Cas. Co., 618

F.3d at 1167. The Nation has brought New Mexico State law claims pursuant to the New Mexico

Trademark Act, N.M. STAT. ANN. § 57-3B-15 (2012), and the New Mexico Unfair Practices

Act, N.M. STAT. ANN. § 57-12-3 (2012). Familiarity with governing state law weighs against a
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transfer. Van Dusen v. Barrack, 376 U.S. 612, 616 (1964). Thus, this Court’s advantage here

weighs against the requested transfer of venue.

While the Court’s ability to determine local law should be considered, and weighs in

favor of keeping the case in New Mexico; Defendants’ argument that the case should be

transferred because “the Eastern District of Pennsylvania is particularly well-versed in

intellectual property matters,” is not a valid consideration. Defs.’ Br. 11. Courts generally will

not consider arguments—such as Defendants’ arguments—that another district court is more

familiar with a particular area of federal law, and thus, supposedly a more appropriate forum for

the litigation. Cargill Inc. v. Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 920 F. Supp. 144, 148 (D. Colo. 1996)

(concluding all federal judges are presumed to be equally competent in federal question cases).

This Court is well-versed in trademark matters. See, e.g., Creative Gifts, Inc. v. UFO, 235 F.3d

540 (10th Cir. 2000) (affirming J. Hansen’s judgment rendered after a bench trial on trademark

infringement claims). Accordingly, Defendants’ argument that this Court is less-versed in

trademark law than the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and therefore, that transfer to that venue

is appropriate, is deficient.

F. The District of New Mexico’s Docket is Not More Congested than the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania’s Docket.

Defendants’ claim that this case will proceed faster if it is transferred to the Eastern

District of Pennsylvania fails, because it is speculative. According to Defendants, the median

time from filing an action to trial for civil cases is 28.7 months in New Mexico and 20.4 months

in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Defs.’ Br. 11. The respective six (6) year averages for the

median time from filing to trial in the two districts, however, is only a difference of two months.

The six (6) year average for the time from filing to trial in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania is
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21 months; while the six (6) year average in the District of New Mexico is 23.1 months. ECF

No. 39-6. Morever, even if Defendants were correct about this factor—which they are not—

speed of disposition is the “most speculative” factor here, and cannot outweigh other relevant

factors by itself. In re Genetech, Inc., 566 F.3d 1338, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2009); Agilent

Technologies, Inc. v. Micromuse, Inc., 316 F. Supp. 2d 322, 329 (E.D. Va. 2004) (concluding

same). Thus, this argument also fails.

In fact, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, not the District of New Mexico, has a more

congested docket in terms of total filing and pending cases per judgeship. The Federal Judicial

Profile, cited by Defendants, shows that in the twelve (12) month period ending September 30,

2011, (not December 31, 2011, as represented by Defendants on their Exhibit 6 Cover Sheet), the

Eastern District of Pennsylvania had 936 pending cases per judgeship. The District of New

Mexico, however, had 350 pending cases per judgeship. Thus, the District of New Mexico has

roughly one-third the number of pending cases per judgeship than the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania.

Defendants attempt to obfuscate the caseload per judge here by only citing to the criminal

filings. Defs.’ Br. 11. The Federal Judicial Profile shows that the number of total filings per

judgeship (civil and criminal) in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania is 2,170 filings per

judgeship. However, the total number of filings per judgeship in the District of New Mexico is

significantly less: only 680 filings per judgeship. Thus, the District of New Mexico has roughly

one-third the number of total filings per judgeship that are filed in the Eastern District of

Pennsylvania. While it is undisputed that the District of New Mexico has a busy criminal docket,

which Defendants argue is a reason to transfer this case; in considering the total caseload per
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judgeship, which is arguably a more relevant analysis, the District of New Mexico’s docket is

less congested than the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Like the other factors here, this factor

also weighs against a transfer to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

IV. CONCLUSION

In sum, all the factors that this Court may consider in deciding Defendants’ motion weigh

in the Nation’s favor, and the Nation requests that this Court deny Defendants’ motion to transfer

this matter to the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 9th day of October, 2012.

NAVAJO NATION DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
HARRISON TSOSIE, ATTORNEY GENERAL

/s/ B. L. Lewis .
Brian L. Lewis, Attorney
BIA Club Building
Post Office Box 2010
Window Rock, Navajo Nation (Arizona) 86515
Telephone: 928/871-6933 / Fax: 928/871-6200
blewis@nndoj.org

KELLER ROHRBACK, L.L.P.

/s/ Karin B. Swope .
Mark A. Griffin (pro hac vice)
Karin B. Swope (pro hac vice)
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 3200
Seattle, Washington 98101
Telephone: 206/428-0561 / Fax: 206/623-3384
mgriffin@kellerrohrback.com
kswope@kellerrohrback.com
Attorneys for the Navajo Nation
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